
SHOT ON LOCATION

FORMERLY A PART OF THE NEELKANTH GROUP 

BESPOKE LIVING OF SOBO

GLAMOROUS LIVING OF WESTERN SUBURBS

COSMO LIVING OF CENTRAL SUBURBS
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THE BEST OF MUMBAI
IS NOT IN MUMBAI

NOTHING COMES CLOSE

Bungalow Living at Prime Thane



An extraordinary life is as much about how you live, as it is about where you live. At The Verraton, we have just 

the place that will spark off  a blissful feeling, recharging your mind and spirit in ways nothing else can. We call 

it The Mansion .An embodiment of  rare class, THE MANSION gives a whole new meaning to the word 

indulgence. Its extravagant array of  signature experiences is a toast to the good life and the discerning few who 

know how to savour it. 

AN OASIS WHERE YOU CAN

REACH OUT TO YOUR INNERMOST EMOTIONS.

WE CALL IT THE MANSION.

Indoor Play-Kingdom

Grand Ballroom

Leisure and Entertainment Zone

The Gentlemen’s Lounge

Designer Library

Health Club

Café lounge at the central hallway of the clubhouse

Extravagant Water Kingdom spread over 13,000 sq.ft.

Outdoor Sports arena

Golf putting greens 

OUT HERE,

THERE IS A CONSPIRACY

TO MAKE YOU FEEL WANTED. 

SO DO GIVE IN.

The Verraton welcomes you with a grand 
entrance seen nowhere else in the city.  

Signature water bodies on either side. Wide 
entrance road with tree-lined avenues.     The 

works. Walk around and you will see 
maximum openness has been achieved with 
the horizontal nature of the development. 

Revel in the sheer vastness of the landscape 
promising an infinite range of experiences 
rarely seen anywhere else. The promise of  

an unmatched opulent lifestyle will make you 
feel that if there is a tasteful way to enjoy the 

fruits of your success, this has to be it.

EXPERT CURATORS
THAT MAKE THE VERRATON,

THE VERRATON.

Cracknell is one of the leading landscape architecture, planning and urban 
design practices in the world. Founded in 1987, they have completed 
numerous projects that span the Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia. 
Associated with The Verraton as landscape designers, they approach our 
projects as a blend of art, design and environmental science.

CRACKNELL

Founded in 1983, Octagon is a globally established agency for sports, 
entertainment and lifestyle marketing. A multibillion-dollar business 
with global presence, their robust portfolio of services adds 
considerable value to their clients’ ventures. As The Verraton’s sports 
and recreational area consultants, Octagon ensures that the residents 
are provided access to the best in recreation and sport.

OCTAGON

A defining character of  The Verraton is how its living spaces blend in with Mother Nature while 
keeping its natural surroundings absolutely untouched. The intertwined roads between the bungalows 
open up more than one way to connect with nature and your inner self.  Be it the natural flowing 
stream of water, or the feeling of serenity that flows along with it, you will realise that The Verraton is 
the perfect antidote to life in the big city. Nestled at the foot of the Yeoor Hills, you are surrounded by 
picturesque green spaces that leave you with a sentiment that only a fortunate few will have the 
privilege of experiencing.

RUMOUR HAS IT THAT

THE SUN SHINES JUST A WEE BIT MORE

GENTLY HERE EVERY MORNING.

“How can we present Bungalow 

Living as an ultimate o�ering to the 

true luxury buyer? That thought paved 

the way for taking conscious decisions 

while designing The Verraton. Using 

nothing but exquisite materials, we 

made sure that this landmark 

development will be unmatched in 

every way imaginable.We were very 

particular about the entire design of 

the interiors too.The idea being that 

the moment guests visit The Verraton, 

the clubhouse or your residence, they 

will be instantly transported to a new 

era of  Bungalow Living, so to speak. 

This kind of  living is indeed a limited 

o�ering across Mumbai in my 

opinion.”

BUNGALOW LIVING ACCORDING TO
ARCHITECTURE GURU, SHAKTI PARMAR.

NOTHING COMES CLOSE

TO EXPERIENCING

BUNGALOW LIVING IN PERSON.

NOT EVEN THESE TASTEFULLY

SHOT PHOTOGRAPHS.

At The Verraton, your mind transcends into a place far 

away as the feeling of  exuberance takes over. And that’s 

exactly how it’s meant to be. The naturally flowing stream 

of  water, the neighbouring Yeoor hills, the extravagant 

clubhouse are all designed to give you the true sense of 

Bungalow Living. After all, the address of  a Verratonian 

should be as towering as his life.

It signifies a kind of  life like no other. One that allows both your ambition and 
imagination to spread their wings and soar even higher. A kind of  life that 
calls for a certain taste for the finer things the world has to o�er.     One in 
which no dream is considered too big and no wish, too small.            A kind 
of  life that floats miles above the rest.

This Skilled Hospitality Management services team uses a combination
of technology, engineered processes, and skilled human resources to 
e�ciently manage luxury properties. Their proprietary technology platform 
called SILA Connect helps to streamline their service delivery and operations 
across 75+ cities with 6000+ employees. SILA currently manages over 30 
million square feet of Real Estate Assets across Commercial, Industrial, Retail, 
Hospitality and Residential sectors. As The Verraton’s partner in hospitality 
services, SILA is committed to deliver seamless experience for every resident 
that they manage.

SILA

CAPTURED AT THE VERRATON

CAPTURED AT THE VERRATON

CAPTURED AT THE VERRATON

CAPTURED AT THE VERRATON

CAPTURED AT THE VERRATON

THE WORLD OF INDULGENCE



HOSTED AT THE VERRATON, PRIME CORNER ESTATE, MANPADA, THANE

FORMERLY A PART OF THE NEELKANTH GROUP 

To know more, please call 022 6283 9571

PROJECT FINANCIERS: L&T Finance Limited. This project is f inanced by L&T Finance and has been charged/mortgaged in its favour.

Disclaimer: This printed advertisement does not constitute an o�er or contract of  any nature whatsoever between the Promoters / Developers and the recipient. All transactions shall be subject to the terms and conditions of  the agreement for sale. All the images are for 
illustrative purposes only unless otherwise mentioned. The illustrations shown are an artistic impression of  the experiences in the development, and are not to scale. The project has been registered via MahaRERA Registration Number P51700004591 and is available on the 

website https://maharera.mahaonline.gov.in under registered projects.

A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity

to be part of the city’s

most desirable living destination

A short-lived and limited-supply

window opening this July

for the whole of Mumbai

First mover advantage

on price & allocation

Pre-launch of the most exclusively

crafted 2,3 Bed Bungalow Suites

set to garner high premium

A unique opportunity to be part

of the most exclusive ‘By Invite Only’

neighbourhood of the city

First ever surge pricing model

with the first private IPO

for Bungalow Living

`

India’s first Private IPO for Bungalow Living will be the first time The Verraton opens its gates for the city.

Mumbai will soon witness a Private IPO with a surge pricing model and stage-by-stage allotment. So if  we were you,

we’d hurry up because tomorrow might just be a little too late.

I N D I A’ S  F I R S T
PRIVATE IPO

F O R  B U N G A L O W  L I V I N G

By inv i tat ion onl y.


